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Abstract
Underwater Sensor Networks (UWSN) were lately projected 
to sustenance moderately few of aquatic solicitations such as 
wharf observing and marine consideration. In energy-constraint 
underwater sensor network (UWSN) it is very vital to find tactic to 
mend the life expectancy of the sensor. Acoustic communication 
stereo typically directs the clout usage in underwater sensor 
networks. To deploy the vitality efficient network in underwater 
and reliable vitality resource is the foremost task in underwater 
sensor network. Energy efficient announcement is a key requisite 
of energy-constrained underwater sensor network (UWSN). In this 
paper we are providing the innovative energy efficient deployment 
technique and proposing a new technique to re-gain energy through 
the energy conversion mechanism, tidal energy into electrical 
energy which is reliable energy resource for the network to work 
for a long time.
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I. Introduction
In proceeding few months canvassers are fascinate in the direction 
of exploration on underwater sensor network (UWSN). UWSN is 
emergent and auspicious communication framework which enables 
a catholic assortment of vital solicitations, such as distributed 
tactical surveillance, disaster prevention, oceanographic data 
collection and harbor monitoring etc. Due to the inadequate 
bandwidth and hefty propagation deferral posed many essential 
encounters in design and deployment of sensors in underwater 
sensor networks [1-2].
An underwater network is stereotypically made up of voluminous 
autonomous and individual sensor knobs that accomplish data 
assortment operations as well as stockpile and forwarding maneuver 
to route the data to the data epicenter. The main encounters of 
positioning such a network are the cost, the communication 
assortment and most of all the limited battery assets of a piece 
separable sensor knob [3]. One way to tenacity the battery unruly 
for the UWSN sensors to engender vitality by itself. This can 
be achieved by using chemical or mechanical methods such as 
conversion of tidal vitality into electrical vitality. On the other hand 
if we are using the batteries then presently we are using Li-Ion 
Batteries for the clout supply for sensors which are positioned in 
underwater. Li-Ion batteries are the utmost capable equipment for 
the underwater sensor essentially due to their higher vitality and 
power solidities compared to other batteries such as Nickel Metal 
Hydride or Nickel Cadmium as shown in fig. 1 [4].
The preeminence of the Lithium ion technology was also ostensible 
when castoff in a research instead of alkaline technology. I. Vasilescu 
et al. [5] built 20 underwater sensor Knobs called Aqua flecks for 
their research. Each sensor Knobs is drove by three alkaline C 
cells can deliver 27Wh and four days unremitting maneuver with 
entirely sensors and communication hardware effusively powered. 
I. Vasilescu et al. [6] has also fabricated a second generation 

Underwater Sensor Knobs called AQUANODES. This phase each 
sensor Knobs is drove by seven 2amp/hour Lithium ion batteries. 
As equated with prior exploration this stint it will toil for 2 weeks 
of unremitting maneuver.

Fig. 1: Battery Technology Vitality Densities

II. Architecture of Sensor Knobs

A. Architecture of Sensor Knobs
A sensor Knobs comprises of typically four basic components: 
a sensing unit, a processing unit, a communication unit and a 
power unit as shown in fig. 2. The sensor unit entails of one 
or more sensors and analog to digital convertors (ADCs). The 
sensor discerns the corporal phenomenon. The ADCs transfigure 
the analog gesture into digital gestures, which will then propel 
to the processing unit. The processing unit usually entails a 
microcontroller or microprocessor with commemoration, which 
delivers the intelligent rheostat to Knobs. The communication 
unit entails of the short assortment radio for data transmission and 
similarly the reception above the radio conduit. The power unit 
entails battery to supply the energy to drive all the constituents 
in the system. In addition, the sensor Knobs fortified with several 
other divisions also, which will reliant upon an unambiguous 
applications. For example GPS tracker will entail in some 
applications. These divisions should physique into the trifling 
module with the squat clout consumption and also the stumpy 
fabrication cost [7].

Fig. 2: Sensor Knobs Architecture
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B. Sensor Knobs Used in UWSN
The AQUANODE system is a bendable underwater sensing and 
communication structure and is revealed in fig. 3. Now we are 
recapitulate the base of AQUANODE system comprising the depth 
adjustment mechanism, and the communication structure.

Fig. 3: Architecture of AQUANODE

The AQUANODE is cylindrically molded with a diameter of 8.9cm 
besides a dimension of 30.5cm with the penetration adjustment 
mechanism. It weighs 1.8kg and devours a buoyancy of 200g. 
The AQUANODE has three detached onboard processors. At the 
lowest level, it devours a clout effectual AtMega164p processor 
for managing snooze approaches or interfacing with low-power 
sensors. This processor tin turn on the high level 60MHz, ARM7 
LPC2148 processor, which harmonizes and pedals the global 
knob and communicates with former knobs. In accumulation, our 
acoustic modem has a 600MHz Blackfin BF533 fixed point DSP 
processor. All of our knobs have aquatic gravity (for depth) and 
malaise as thriving as underwater connectors to countenance for 
an assortment of other conservational sensors. The AQUANODE 
has an on-board 60WHr Li-Ion battery. This is ample for 2 days 
of unvarying acoustic communication, 2 days of unremitting 
gesticulation, 2 weeks of unremitting detecting, or up to a year of 
under study stint. The anticipated disposition stint can be attained 
by erratic the notches of detecting and communication.

Archetypally, AQUANODES are fastened to an anchorperson 
and hover in the aquatic mid-column. With the addition of the 
deepness regulation structure, shown in fig. 4 (system inverted for 
visibility), the AQUANODES are gifted to enthusiastically amend 
their deepness in water of up to 50m abysmal. The penetration 
regulation structure countenances the AQUANODES to variation 
of deepness in aquatic with a hustle of 2.4m/min and uses circa 
0.6 W when in gesticulation [8].

Fig. 4: Depth Adjustment Mechanism Detail

C. Communication System
An archetypal network disposition frights with priming the 
numeral of apertures at disposition type. Archetypally, we fright 
with a numeral of slots equal to the numeral of knobs in the system. 
We can enlarge slots on the fly or at any stint over the extent of 
the network. The superfluous slots are apportioned to sustenance 
additional frequent communication for the poignant knobs, or 
aimed at base stations. Knobs are apportioned a slot number at 
the inauguration of deployment. However, any knob can send a 
knack to another knob to proclamation its time slot.
Our [6] TDMA protocol practices 4 s interval slots. Each interval 
slot is alienated into a 2 s master sachet for the slot owner, and 
2 s response intervals. The response interval may be one of two 
sets, centered on the owner’s entreaty. The owner may entreaty 
communication to a single knob, or communication to multiple 
knobs. In the case of communication to a solitary specific knob, 
the retort includes statistics. However, the retort packet is also 
castoff to compute the assortment between the two knobs (e.g., 
the round-trip interval offset by 2 sec.) In the case of manifold 
destinations, the retorts are spaced at 200 ms interludes and are 
castoff predominantly to compute manifold assortments within 
one communication slot. This communication modality does not 
sustenance much data transferal, but it empowers a very effectual 
way of estimating manifold assortments. This feature is vital 
for applications that practice the sensor network as an exterior 
localization system to localize and track a stirring knob, for 
example consuming the algorithm in [9], as well as for applications 
that entail the network to self-localize and inaugurate a system 
of harmonizes, for example consuming the algorithm extensions 
of [10].

III. Proposed Model

A. Network Model
A 3-Tier Architecture of Wireless Sensor Network in underwater 
is shown in fig. 5, in which the sensors knobs are positioned at 
three level, bottom level, middle level and top level. At all three 
levels we had positioned the sensors arbitrarily besides we use 
base station to transferal the statistics from one level to another 
level for vigor conservation in the sensor knobs. When the statistics 
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will extent at the base station of top layer then it will propel the 
statistics to the detached sink in the marine like we use ship here 
and that floating sink will transfer the statistics to satellite and 
from that satellite we get the statics at main house.
In this model we are proposing the innovative mechanism for 
the vigor resource for the sensors castoff in underwater, we will 
transfigure the tidal vigor into the electrical vigor, so our sensors 
will not exoneration after limited days in assessment of using the 
Li-Ion batteries. For this conversion we use the AQUANODE 
sensor which is already described in section II.

Fig. 5: Proposed System Model of UWSN

B. Acoustic and Radio Energy Model
In this section, we compute the vigor usage of the acoustic and 
radio modem. Since the radio entails surfacing, we also ruminate 
the vigor required to move the knob to the surface. The vigor usage 
numbers are theoretical; however, our computations use realistic 
figures that match the empirical vigor usage.
The acoustic modem has a extreme transmission clout of about 
10 watts. However, it archetypally uses a lower clout mode 
that maneuvers at about 5 watts. Recall that the mode requisite 
a decentralized TDMA algorithm. In every 4 second TDMA 
slot, we can propel and obtain a 16 byte packet with 11 bytes of 
payload. Thus we have the throughput of 5.5 bytes per second. 
This deciphers to an acoustic power per bit, Pa, of:

Pa = 5W/ (5.5 * 8bits/sec) = 113.6mJ/bit.    (1)

The AQUANODE use a 1 watt 900 MHz radio with an RF baud 
rate of 76800 bits per second. For broadcast mode, the radio 

transmits each packet 6time intervals to ensure reception and, 
furthermore, to simulate full-duplex maneuver, after each packet 
broadcast, it waits for interlude period equivalent to the packet 
reception interlude to allow further radios to transmit. This means 
the true data rate for this radio is closer to:

76800/6/2bits/sec = 6400 bits/sec.    (2)

We can then gauge the power per bit via the radio, Pr, as:

Pr = 1W/6400 bits/sec = 0.16mJ/bit.   (3)

However, to send using the radio, the knob must first raise to the 
superficial use the deepness adjustment system. The deepness 
adjustment system uses about 0.6 watts and transports at 2.4m/
min. Thus, we need a clout per meter, Pw of:

Pw = 0.6W/0.04m/sec = 15000mJ/m.   (4)

The total clout, Prw to transfer k bits from a deepness of d meters 
by means of the radio and deepness adjustment system (Assuming 
we return to the same location after) is:

Prw = 2dPw + kPr = 2d * 15000mJ + k * 0.16mJ.  (5)

In fig. 6 we see the analysis of total energy, energy used and energy 
remaining in the 50 sensors which we deployed in the UWSN, on 
the basis of above equations.

Fig. 6: Comparison of Total Energy, Energy Consume and 
Remaining Energy

As shown in the above graph Green Bar shows the Initial Energy, 
In Red Bar shows the energy consumed by the sensors and in Blue 
Bar energy remaining.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper we conclude about the network hierarchy of 
AQUANODE in UWSN. There are three layers Top Layer, Middle 
Layer and Bottom Layer and at each level there is a base station 
which is connected to sensors at its level. At apiece level Base 
Station will interconnect with each other base stations and Top 
Layer Base station will propel the statistics to the Sink Cradle 
floating at the seeming of marine. Second thing we analysis 
numerous batteries which provide us the clout, we find the Li-
Ion battery is ample trustworthy. So we propose the new energy 
harvesting resource as tidal energy for the sensors to resolve the 
energy constraint.

V. Future Research Work
Next work is to analysis that how much sensors we have to  
deploying in how much area of UWSN, so how much amount of 
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tidal energy required to recharge the Li-Ion cell so it will work 
continuously without any disaster occurs. We will also find what 
parameters are required to obtain the values of conversion of tidal 
energy into electrical energy.
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